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Truvox Orbit Rotaries
A cost effective range of single disc rotaries, that offer exceptional handling and productivity for 
cleaning and polishing hard floors. Ergonomic design for operator comfort and ease of use. Low 
vibration levels mean greater user comfort on long cleaning shifts. High pad/brush pressure for 
effective cleaning. 

DESCRIPTION MOTOR POWER CODE

4 Orbis Compact 28cm 550 W OB28240

5 Orbis 200 38cm 1100 W OB38200

Truvox Orbis Battery Scrubber
This compact and manoeuvrable battery operated scrubber dryer is ideal for small to medium 
sized areas in restaurants, schools, leisure centres and healthcare premises. 17 litre solution tank 
capacity making it one of the largest scrubber dryers in its class on the market. 38 cm cleaning 
width. Easy to fill and empty solution and recovery tanks. Cleans approximately 1100 m²/hour. 
Battery run time of 80 minutes. Ergonomic handle that can be adjusted to suit operator comfort. 
Squeegee located behind the brush for excellent drying performance. Glide wheels on either 
side of the squeegee ensuring protection of the squeegee and walls/furnishings. Inclusive of 
maintenance free gel batteries & integrated charger - simple to recharge at any location. Works 
on multiple hard floor types: concrete, terrazzo, marble, slate, stone and vinyl composition.

DESCRIPTION MOTOR POWER CODE

6 Orbis Battery Scrubber 550 W UK-OBS0514

Truvox Floorcare Machines | CLEANINGBest Seller

FLOORCARE MACHINES

Truvox Multiwash
Multi-purpose floor cleaning machines that wash, mop, scrub and dry on both hard and soft 
floor coverings in one single pass. High-speed productivity. Highly effective on “difficult” floors 
including: Non-slip safety floors,  Low pile carpets,  Escalators and travelators, Entrance matting. 
Quiet in operation which makes it ideal for daytime cleaning & use in healthcare environments. 
Accessible and removable tanks for fast filling, emptying and cleaning. Leaves floors ready to walk 
on in minutes. Available in different cleaning widths – 24 cm, 34 cm and 44 cm. Ideal for: Food 
service areas, Hospitals, Nursing homes, Retail premises, Schools.

DESCRIPTION MOTOR POWER CODE

7 Multiwash 240 400 W MW240

Multiwash 340 600 W MW340

8 Multiwash 340 with PUMP 600 W + 26 W MW340/PUMP

Multiwash 440with PUMP 1000 W + 26 W MW440/PUMP

Truvox Hydromist Lite
Light and compact carpet and upholstery spray extractor. Its outstanding value will appeal to even 
the smallest pub, club, hotel, office, care home or car valeting operation. Two-stage action gives 
professional results every time: Spray cleaning solution into soiled carpets or upholstery.  Extracts 
dirt and stains with its powerful 1100 W vacuum motor. Compact, lightweight & manoeuvrable for 
transporting & storing. Stainless steel wand for durability. Comes complete with tools for cleaning 
carpets, upholstery and car interiors.

DESCRIPTION MOTOR POWER CODE

3 Truvox Hydromist Lite 1000 W HML

Truvox Hydromist Compact
Simple, manoeuvrable and effective all in one spray extraction machine for carpet and upholstery 
cleaning. Ideal for small to medium carpeted areas in healthcare environments, schools and 
offices. Easy to use all-in-one machine. 250 mm cleaning width. Powerful built-in rotary brush 
lifts dirt from deep within the carpet. Powerful vacuum, pump and brush motors give maximum 
productivity. High capacity 14 litre solution tank for maximum cleaning and minimum refilling. The 
transparent recovery tank lid allows you to see the dirty water. Quick fit spray jet for easy cleaning 
and maintenance. Robust construction, built for minimum maintenance. Easy to manoeuvre. 
Large non-marking, stair-climbing wheels. Easy fit accessories for upholstery and stair cleaning. 
Convenient pictogram instructions on machine for ease of use.

DESCRIPTION MOTOR POWER CODE

1 Truvox Hydromist Compact 1200W HC250

FLOORCARE MACHINES

Truvox Hydromist 35
Powerful self-contained carpet extractor, that cleans in a single pass and leaves carpets almost 
dry. Ideal for large area carpet cleaning in hotels, offices, and healthcare environments. 35 litre 
capacity and 45 cm cleaning path is ideal for large areas. Solution is delivered at 100 psi through 
two jets for even application. Floating brush head maintains contact with carpet for improved 
agitation and gives excellent cleaning results. Separate vacuum, brush and pump switches for ease 
of use. Compact unit for easy storage.

DESCRIPTION MOTOR POWER CODE

2 Truvox Hydromist 35 1350W HM35


